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Tony Bickerstaff,
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I believe The Resilience Club is a must-read practical guide
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Jaime Maxwell-Grant,
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Foreword

W

e are more technologically connected and more emotionally disconnected than ever before. Fast-paced
change creates high workloads and considerable uncertainty, leading to stress and overwhelm. New products and
services, technological advances, mergers and acquisitions,
culture change, restructuring and redundancies are all the
norm.
On a global scale, we face issues of climate change, artificial
intelligence and the future of work, plastic in the oceans,
rainforests being destroyed, political instability, social
inequality, terrorist activity and more. The list is endless,
and that’s before you take into account the added personal
pressures of children, education, health issues, caring for
ageing parents and so on.

Exhausted yet? This is our daily reality.
xiii
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The global nature of the issues we face is a fundamental shift
in what it means to be human in the twenty-first century.
We are tackling global economic and societal issues on a
monumental scale in a global economy while dealing with
local issues as well. Even the most resilient of people need
to upskill to cope. Help is at hand, thanks to Dr Angela
Armstrong. Welcome to The Resilience Club.
No matter how resilient or high performing you already are,
Angela’s book provides a guide to navigating the pressures
of everyday life and work with more ease. I picked it up and
breathed a sigh of relief. At last, here is a practical resource
to remind you of some of the tools and techniques you may
already know, and to introduce you to new ways of dealing
with the stress and overwhelm that constant change and
high workloads bring.
Angela and I each work with executive boards and senior
leadership teams, we both see levels of stress and exhaustion rising to an almost crisis point. More worryingly, most
leaders seem oblivious to the severity of the pressure they
are under or how their exhaustion is negatively impacting
productivity and behaviour in the workplace.
Many learn to cope by shutting down and numbing their
emotions. This can result in leaders and teams disconnecting
emotionally from themselves as well as each other, becoming transactional in interactions. What’s worse is that you
may not realise you are doing it. This is a real concern for
the future of humanity as well as business.

xiv

Foreword

When I first met Angela some years ago, she embodied the
zest for life that is so often lacking in the workplace. Having
read this book, I now understand why. She’s equipped
herself with coping mechanisms that enable her to sustain
high performance and increase levels of connection while
decreasing stress.
Angela is open about her personal journey of the pressure of
leadership, burning out and bouncing back. This book is the
culmination of years of research, daily practical application
and feedback from clients, which she shares generously
to help leaders upskill before they reach the crisis point of
burnout.
Angela’s FREEDOM model covers thirty habits to help
reduce stress and create the capacity to take on new challenges. Some you can implement easily, others will take
time and practice. These self-care habits provide powerful
choices to enable you to perform at your optimum level
over the long term. Packed full of useful tried-and-tested
techniques, this is the definitive ‘how to’ reference book on
developing personal resilience.
If we want a thriving business and society, we need more
thriving leaders who have aliveness and human connection
at the heart of their interactions.

xv
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Take the first step today and read this book. The world and
humanity need you.
Jude Jennison,

Leadership advisor to executive teams
and author of the books Leading through uncertainty
and Leadership beyond measure

xvi

Introduction

D

o you want to stay healthy, sane and spirited in a
demanding world? Do you want to attain high performance and sustain it?

You are a capable, resourceful human being looking for
support and direction to be the best you can be.
Research at the management consultants Korn Ferry, based
on the largest database of leadership effectiveness in the
world, demonstrates that self-awareness of top leadership
is correlated with tangible, meaningful financial results.
The data also shows that purpose-driven leadership drives
engagement and performance and that learning agility is a
greater predictor of potential than raw intellect. The habits
in this book guide you to develop these qualities and many
more. The habits are designed to challenge and support
you to adapt your behaviour as a leader. By becoming a
1
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role model for self-care practices you will be able to think,
act and behave from a place of being fully resourced. When
you are fully resourced, you can have more influence and be
a better colleague, friend, family and community member.
It’s not always easy, but it is worth it.
I am a leadership specialist, coach, trainer, speaker and
business owner. In this book I share my actionable insights,
informed by having had a significant career leading national
transformation programmes in a global management consulting firm and returning to high performance following
a period of burnout. Since 2010 I’ve built a strong track
record of success delivering leadership training, executive
coaching and learning consultancy to professional services
firms (for example legal services, financial services, IT and
consulting firms).
This book draws on up-to-date research, conversations
with senior executives and my experience of working with
individuals and teams to significantly improve their leadership performance and their quality of life. I have included
case studies throughout the book illustrating the common
outcomes of creating significantly more time, achieving
promotion, increasing influence, creating emotional connections, being able to switch off and having abundant energy.
If you’re already performing, and you want to sustain high
performance long term, then this book was written for you.
It is a practical, relevant and realistic ‘how-to’ reference
book with additional learning resources available at www
.TheResilienceClub.co.uk to extend the learning. I’m not
going to cover the foundations of energy such as sleep,
2
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hydration, nutrition and movement, but there are books I
recommend in Useful References.
What is resilience?
I define resilience as the ability to take the challenges and
changes of life in your stride and say yes to the opportunities that excite you.
Proactively building our resilience habits can increase our
capacity to take on more challenges, reduce existing stress
and prepare ourselves for unexpected adversity. Typical
challenges include family or relationship problems, health
problems and workplace or financial stressors. Nine in ten
of us will experience at least one traumatic event during
our lives; for example, violent crime, a serious car accident,
the sudden death of a loved one, a debilitating disease or
a natural disaster. Challenges and changes can throw our
lives into turmoil in unpredictable ways; no two people will
respond to them in exactly the same way.
Stress is a choice
I first heard the phrase stress is a choice after I had burned out;
in my denial I ranted at my occupational health counsellor. I
came to realise that this one belief changed everything; it is
the key to sustainable high performance and a life well lived.
By the time you’ve finished reading you will know:
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•

What currently triggers your stress response

•

That what triggers stress is not always within your
control, but how you perceive the trigger, and the way
you respond to the trigger is

•

Why you sometimes feel hijacked by stress hormones,
and how you can take back control to experience the
freedom that comes with emotional self-management

•

The long-term effects of stress on your body

•

Why talking about stress creates more stress! Talk
about resilience instead

How to balance pressure, performance and renewal
Workplace stress has reached epidemic proportions. In
Great Britain a staggering 595,000 workers suffered from
work-related stress, depression or anxiety (Labour Force
Survey 2018) – that’s 1,800 per 100,000 employees who are
members of the stress club. At the same time many people
are succeeding in their careers and also have a fabulous
quality of life away from the office, people who have learned
the art of balancing pressure, performance and renewal –
members of the Resilience Club.
In this section you will learn:
•

Why sustainable high performance is better for
business, and better for you

•

How you personally define comfort, stretch and panic
zones

4
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•

How you can sustain high levels of performance long
term

•

Why constant striving makes you less effective

•

How to multiply the positive impact of fifteen minutes
of rest

The FREEDOM model
You are naturally creative, resourceful and whole. You are
not two half-beings that separately inhabit your work and
life existence, yet many people act as if that’s true. The
FREEDOM model of resilience includes habits that help
you invest in yourself as a whole person: mind, body, spirit
and emotions.
By the time you’ve finished reading you will know:
•

The power of being whole

•

Where you already have good coping strategies, and
where you can improve

This book is not about showing you how to ‘suck it up’ in
a toxic situation. It is about helping you to step back and
decide whether you want to have a different experience of
your current role, help influence a culture change, or plot
your exit to a company that actively supports employee
well-being.
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The resilience habits
The main part of the book is designed to be a reference
guide that you can dip into as the need arises. Each of the
habits follows the same pattern: what it is, why it is important, how to do it, benefits for you, benefits for others and
related habits.
Most importantly, the habits are entirely within your
control, simple to understand, quick to do, can be done
anywhere, cost no money and require no kit.
This book contains habits in the following seven categories:
•

Focus – How to manage workload demands to create
the time to invest in your resilience. The discipline of
directing your full attention to the one thing, within
your control, that will move you forward fastest and
help avoid overwhelm.

•

Role-models – Create hope: if you can see it, you can
be it. Curate a high-quality network to inspire your
best so you can be a resilient leader who inspires
others.

•

Energy – Create, conserve and direct your energy: stay
healthy, deliver maximum value and increase your
influence.

•

Emotion – Master your emotions: learn to let go of
hurt, lean in to vulnerability, escape a vicious cycle
and surf the emotional change curve like a pro.
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•

Downtime – Experience joy: learn to calm your
mind, rest, play and get back to being you so you can
experience more magic moments in life.

•

Optimism – Believe: ‘whatever happens, I will be
alright’. Build confidence in your resourcefulness, bite
off what you can chew to succeed, and direct your
own path.

•

Meaning – Why you do what you do: what we give
meaning to influences our inner critic, allows us to
dig deep, learn from failure, and have impact beyond
ourselves.

The idea is to develop a balance of resilience habits across
the seven categories – not mastery in each individual category. That way you’ll have a broad range of coping strategies to handle a variety of challenges and opportunities
that arise. There’s a self-assessment exercise – the Wheel of
Resilience exercises – in The FREEDOM Model chapter, or
you can scan the habits and see what resonates.
Intentional practice
Sustainable high performers are not born; they are selfmade through intentional resilience practice. Wherever
you are on your leadership journey, now is always a good
time to take proactive action to build your resilience – luck
is when opportunity meets preparation. Whether you read
this book cover to cover, or dip in to the bit that looks most
interesting, take just 15 minutes to read something – and
then put it into practice. Your future self will thank you.
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Why I wrote this book
In 2010, in the wake of the global financial crisis, I had a
massive wake-up call that the lifestyle I had been leading
was no longer sustainable. Early one morning, getting ready
for work, I had excruciating pain in my chest and thought I
was going to die. I was 38, and in the prime of my career. At
that time, I was leading national and global transformational
change programmes. I worked for a huge management
consulting firm that was known for high performance. I had
won awards and was ranked in the top 5% of performance
for my peer group. I had a full life outside of work too, and
I was planning my wedding.
That day everything changed. I burned out. I suffered a
physical and mental collapse due to workplace stress. One
day I was in work, the next day I was an exhausted shell
unable to do anything but sleep and basic self-care. I ended
up having three months off work and then a three-month
phased return to work. Those were the loneliest and most
scary months of my life. My road back to full health was
an education in health and well-being, mindset and emotional mastery. I developed lifestyle habits and workplace
practices that, I believe, can literally save lives. Looking
back, I am deeply grateful for my burnout, it woke me up
and invited me to play a much bigger game, to achieve
something beyond myself. I found my purpose.
Three years after that pivotal moment, I left my corporate
job to start my own leadership-development firm working with clients in professional services. Since 2013 I have
been working with senior leaders to create a culture of
8
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sustainable high performance. Not too long ago, leaders
took time to engage with their people when demands were
light, and at other times were expected to demonstrate a
degree of stoicism – ‘get over it and get on with it’. Today’s
leaders continue to navigate demands from a broad range of
stakeholders, organisational changes and ongoing financial
pressures. But now leaders are also expected to demonstrate
a high level of emotional self-mastery because employees
want leaders to be purpose-driven, accessible, inspiring,
personable and inclusive. There is a greater expectancy for
openness, transparency, vulnerability and courage. With
statistics for mental health issues in the workplace worsening, one solution is to develop leaders who can create
psychological safety so that people are willing to discuss
previously stigmatised topics.
As the world evolves, so too does leadership style. The
days of a CEO having extended boozy lunches are a distant
memory; successful CEOs today are more like athletes in
their self-care and commitment to personal development.
Building on my deep expertise and some of the best thought
leadership on authentic and purpose-driven management,
I created and refined my flagship leadership-development
programme to develop leaders with the mindset, skill set,
behaviours and resilience necessary to deliver commercial
results and evolve their firm’s products and services without breaking themselves, the business, or their people in
the process.
I believe that being resilient is a foundational practice
to becoming a purpose-driven leader. Those who rolemodel resilience inspire people around them to build their
9
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resilience too. We spend a significant proportion of our lives
at work; as leaders and employees we have a responsibility
for creating a culture of sustainable high performance in
which people can thrive and do their best work, a culture
that values hitting business targets and the ability to have
meaningful emotional connections with colleagues. It is my
absolute conviction that happier humans are more productive, achieve more and have better self-esteem. The knock-on
effect positively impacts our personal relationships and
parenting too. Why stop there? When we take great care
of ourselves we have more energy to give back and make
a difference in our communities to create a better world.

FIG. 0.1: MY PURPOSE IN A NUTSHELL
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Developing our personal resilience is a core life skill and the
foundation on which everything else is possible. I believe
we are all more capable than we realise. I encourage people
to move into their ‘stretch zone’ so they can achieve their
full potential. I consider it my duty of care to make sure
they also have the resilience habits they need to support
that ambition.
This is the book I wish I’d had when I joined consulting, and
it’s the reference book I’ll keep on my desk as I continue to
work towards my goals. I hope that by sharing my story
and tried-and-tested resilience habits, you will commit to
small consistent habits that will improve the quality of life
for you, your loved ones, your business and society.
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